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ABSTRACT 
This study aims to find out the types of figurative language and the most dominant types 
of figurative language that used in short stories God Sees the Truth but Waits, Esarhaddon, 
King of Assyria, and Too Dear by Leo Tolstoy. The methodology of this study used 
descriptive qualitative method because the data are in form of words and utterance rather 
than the number. The source of data in this study is three short stories of Leo Tolstoy that 
taken from storage.cloversites.com. The data was collected through reading, collecting, 
used coding to make easy in classifications data and data reduction. Some techniques in 
analyzing the data consist of classifying the data that need to be analyzed, described the 
data and interpreting the data based on Leech’s categories and the last made the conclusion 
to answer the research question. This Study used theory of figurative language based on 
Geoffrey Leech’s categories. Based on the findings, there are four types of figurative 
language that was found in the short stories, they are hyperbole (5 data), metaphor (2 data), 
Litotes (2 data), and Simile (10 data). The most dominant figurative language that used is 
simile for 10 data. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 Language is one of important communication tools of human in the world. People need 
language to communicate, to interact, and to get information one another. Wardaugh (1977:3) 
explained that language is a system of arbitrary vocal symbol used by human communication. It 
means that language as a system that contains system of sound and system of meaning. Language 
functions as a system of symbols of arbitrary sounds used by society for communication purposes. 
As a system, language is systematic and systemic. Systematic of language means, language has 
certain rules and systemic of language means, language has subsystems, which are phonology 
subsystem, grammatical subsystem, and lexical subsystem. 
 Generally, linguistics is study about language or a science used language as object of the 
study. In linguistics, the study that relates to meaning is called semantics. According to Finegann 
(2012), linguistics can be defined as the systematic inquiry into human language into his structures 
and the relationship between them, as well as into its development through history and its 
acquisition by children and adults. The scope of linguistics includes both language structure (and 
its underlying grammatical competence) and language use (and its underlying communicative 
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competence).  Semantics is one of linguistics branches, which studies about language meaning, or 
it can be said that meaning as the main study in semantics term. There are a number of ways in 
expressing ideas which deviate from semantics conventions expressed through the use of figurative 
language.  
 Figurative language express of idea, opinion, or author’s thinking which is consist of 
syntax, that consist of words, clause to pass certain condition and situations. Based on the 
description above, figurative language means that expressing something in another way to refer 
one thing by giving the implied meaning. It is often used in literary works to demonstrate the 
creativity of the author and the beauty of language itself. Besides that, figurative language is used 
as the ways to interpret the meaning hidden in the literary works for example in short story.  
 One of literary works that contains figurative language is the short story by Leo Tolstoy 
(1828-1910). Leo Tolstoy is one of important writers in his time whose name still remains until 
today. Therefore, this study used three short stories created by Leo Tolstoy that collected in his 
book entitled Eleven Stories. In this book contains eleven short stories of Leo Tolstoy but in this 
study the writer focused only in three of those stories. They are God Sees the Truth but Waits is a 
tale of mystery, the wrongly accused, and redemption where it is about the strength of one man to 
forgive another who wronged him in the worst manner. Second is Esarhaddon, King of Assyria 
tells about a two paged story, showing a man at war how the evil he does to others, he is also doing 
to himself. Life is sacred, whether it is the life of man or beast and Too Dear this story is too funny, 
that tells about a man sentenced to execution get one over on a whole country, and comes out 
ahead in the end.  
 Figurative Language theory by Geoffrey Leech used to analyze these short stories. Writer 
describes there are several reasons that become the basis for the writer chooses the title “An 
Analysis of Figurative Language in Eleven Stories by Leo Tolstoy” as research. The reason why 
the writer uses figurative language in short stories is because figurative language is one of the 
important things contained in the short story. By using figurative language in a short story, it is 
given certain effects to a short story, both to influence the attitude or feelings of the reader. The 
more unique or typical figurative language that used, it can be more interesting to analyze. 
 Based on the description above, this study analyzed what are the types of figurative 
language and what is the most dominant figurative language used in short story of Leo Tolstoy: 
God Sees the Truth but Waits, Esarhaddon, King of Assyria, and Too Dear. This study is also 
intended to know the types of figurative language and to know the meaning of figurative language 
used in short story of Leo Tolstoy: God Sees the Truth but Waits, Esarhaddon, King of Assyria, 
and Too Dear. 
 The significances that the writer expects in this research are to give some contribution for 
the student or university student to enrich their knowledge about figurative language in short story, 
for future research, and for the reader to understand more about figurative language and also it can 
help some reader to read short story. 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 In this study, the writer used descriptive qualitative method in analyzing and describing the 
data of figurative language found in the short stories. Fraenkell and Wallen (1993: 23) say that 
descriptive method is a method used to explain, analyze, and classify, something through various 
techniques, survey, interview, questionnaire, and test. The source of data in this study focus on 
three literary works by Leo Tolstoy that collected in their book entitled Eleven Stories. Those short 
stories are God Sees the Truth but Waits, Esarhaddon, King of Assyria, and Too Dear. Each data 
in a qualitative research are related to the context. In collecting the data, the researcher did the 
following steps: Downloading Eleven Stories’ book by Leo Tolstoy in the internet, reading and 
understanding carefully about three short stories, collecting the sentence that contain the types of 
figurative language, used coding on the words in a sentence with the color to the words for make 
easy in collecting the data, and data reduction three short story of Leo Tolstoy: God Sees the Truth 
but Waits, Esarhaddon, King of Assyria, and Too Dear. 
 The data and sources are gathered through some steps: Classified the data from the 
sentences in the short stories that contains the seven types of figurative language, described the 
context of situation of the data, interpreted the data, and finally the writer made conclusion based 
on the analysis of the data to answer the research questions and gave recommendation. 
 
 
FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
Hyperbole 
 Hyperbole is the use of expression that makes thing to look greater or lesser than they 
actually are. Leech (1969: 168) states “Hyperbole, like the other two figures, is frequently 
concerned with personal values and sentiment; that is, with making subjective claims which, 
however exaggerate, we could not verify unless we were somehow able to get inside the cranium 
of the person about whom the claims are made.” For examples in the data analysis: 
“and had confined King Lailie himself in a cage”. 
(“Esarhaddon, King of Assyria” 1st paragraph) 
 In the data above, in sentence had confined King Lailie himself in a cage is categorized as 
hyperbole because the sentence cannot be taken literally. The King who confines himself in a cage, 
it is not possible to do because we know that the King is someone who has great power, who has 
freedom in a kingdom. While a cage is a narrow place, if a human or other living creature is in a 
cage his life will not be free. So, it is really hard to believe because if the King is in a cage it means 
the King has no more power. 
“When Aksionov heard him sobbing he, too, began to weep. “God will forgive you!” said he. 
“Maybe I am a hundred times worse than you”. And at these words his heart grew light, and the 
longing for home left him”. 
(“God Sees the Truth but Waits” 69th paragraph) 
 In the data above, the sentence maybe I am a hundred times worse than you are categorized 
as hyperbole because it is overstatement. As we know that worse is an example of an adjective, 
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more precisely a comparative adjective. In addition, worse or an adjective is a word that cannot be 
counted. So, in sentence I am a hundred times worse than you is not possible. The exaggeration of 
a hundred times worse is simply for emphasis to express humility. 
 
Metaphor 
 Metaphor is a kind of figurative language that compares two different things or ideas. 
Unlike a simile, a metaphor makes this comparison without using the words “like” or “as”. 
“Metaphor … – making believe that tenor and vehicle are identical. But as many writers have 
observed, the pretence often seems more serious and more real than the ‘real’ world of literal 
understanding … Nevertheless, from a linguistic point of view, the literal meaning is always basis, 
and the figurative meaning derived.” (Leech, 1969: 151). For examples in the data analysis: 
“And he made an effort to rouse himself, and did indeed awake, to find himself neither Esarhaddon 
nor Lailie – but some kind of an animal. He was astonished that he was an animal, and 
astonished, also, at not having known this before.” 
(“Esarhaddon, King of Assyria” 32nd paragraph) 
 In the data above, in sentence he was astonished that he was an animal, there is comparison 
between an animal with human (the King). Animal is one of the creatures created by God who are 
not given sense only given instincts. So they cannot distinguish between bad and right. According 
to the explanation, it is impossible if animal are compared to human because humans are God 
created living beings who are given reason and instinct, human can distinguish good and wrong. 
Based on context of situation, the King compare himself and animal that is because at the time his 
aging was like an animal as evidence by he was grazing in the valley tearing the tender grass with 
his teeth, and brushing away flies with his long tail. So, if the King compares himself with animal 
it may be means as himself was in a bad condition, unable to realize what was happening to him. 
“How could I help hearing? The world’s full of rumors. But it’s a long time ago, and I’ve 
forgotten what I heard.” 
(“God Sees the Truth but Waits” 45th paragraph) 
 In the data above, in sentence the world’s full of rumors there is comparison between world 
and rumors. World is the earth and all life upon it, including human civilization while rumors is 
information that is widespread and unclear. In the world human become a tool for disseminating 
information. According to the explanation, human cannot be separated from world because there 
is where they live. So, in this world most people spread information that is only a rumor without 
knowing the truth. 
 
Litotes 
 Litotes is a figure of speech which describes the situation with words that are contrary to the 
real reality, in order to humble themselves. Leech (1969: 169) says “The term “litotes” is 
sometimes reserved for a particular kind of understatement in which the speaker uses the negative 
expression where a positive one would have been more forceful and direct”. For examples in the 
data analysis: 
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“What sins?” asked Makar Semionich. But Aksionov only said, “Well, well I must have deserved 
it!” 
(“God Sees the Truth but Waits” 41st paragraph) 
 In the data above, there is the utterance that expresses the feeling by humbling themselves. 
The sentence Well, well I must have deserved it is belongs to litotes, who focus on the word 
deserved. According to Cambridge Dictionary deserved is a word to have earned something 
because of your actions or qualities. Based on context of situation, Aksionov is someone who 
doesn’t like to tell the misfortune he experienced. He felt deserving and resigned to receive a 
sentence of twenty six years in prison. Because his destiny was in that place, even though it was 
actually not a crime he did. In that sentence above, without explaining in advance what really 
happened to Semionich, Aksionov kept lowering himself by saying “Well, well I must have 
deserved it!”. So the reader can imagine that Aksionov is so humble. 
“Aksionov wondered why he was asked all these questions, but he described all that had happened, 
and then added, “Why do you cross-question me as if I were a thief or a robber? I am travelling 
on business of my own, and there is no need to question me.” 
(“God Sees the Truth but waits” 12th paragraph) 
 In the data above, in sentence why do you cross-question me as if I were a thief or a robber? 
There is comparison between me and a thief or a robber by using connection “as”. It is indicate as 
simile because the writer compares these two things. Here, me could be mean as someone’s self 
and a thief or a robber is a noun that used to name an object like people, place, etc. Based on 
context of situations, the official accused Aksionov as a thief or a robber because the official had 
evidence of a knife covered in blood in Aksionov’s bag. So, the official began to cross-question 
Aksionov and compare Aksionov with a thief or a robber. It means Aksionov is a thief or a robber 
with available evidence, even though he is not a real culprit. 
 
Simile 
 Simile is comparison of two things by using connection words: as, like, than, such as, similar 
to, and same as. Leech (1969: 156) says ―Metaphor is an overt, and metaphor a convert 
comparison. This means that for each metaphor, we can devise a roughly corresponding simile, by 
writing out tenor and vehicle side by side, and indicating (by like or some other formal indicator) 
the similarity between them”. For examples in the data analysis: 
“Lailie’s army fought bravely, but Lailie, formerly Esarhaddon, saw the enemy swarming down 
from the mountains like ants, over-running the valley and overwhelming his army;” 
(“Esarhaddon, King of Assyria” 29th paragraph) 
 In the data above, in sentence saw the enemy swarming down from the mountains like ants, 
there is comparison between saw the enemy swarming down from the mountains and ants by using 
the connection “like”. It is indicate as simile because the writer compares these two things. 
According to Cambridge Dictionary, swarm is a large group of insects/people all moving together; 
it could be mean the enemy is very much. While ants are known to humans because most ants are 
social insects that usually live in colonies with thousands of ants. It means when we saw the enemy 
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swarming down from the mountains, if compared to ants, the same shape will appear. The enemy 
will look a lot but small, like a group of ants. 
“For twenty-six years Aksionov lived as a convict in Siberia. His hair turned white as snow and 
his beard grew long, thin, and grey. All his mirth went; he stooped; he walked slowly, spoke little, 
and never laughed, but he often prayed.” 
(“God Sees the Truth but Waits” 28th paragraph) 
 In the data above, the sentence his hair turned white as snow, there is comparison between 
his hair turned white and snow by using connection “as”. It is categorized into simile because the 
writer compares these two things. Here, in sentence hair turn white could be mean as a sign that 
humans are going or signifying old age and snow could be mean water that falls from a cloud that 
has frozen and is famous for its white characteristics. If both of it compared, it means as time goes 
by, Aksionov age has grown old. It is proven by his hair being white like snow and long beard 
growing gray. 
 The discussion of this study contains the explanation of the findings and to answer the 
research questions those are to find what are the types of figurative language used in short stories 
by Leo Tolstoy and the most dominant figurative language that used in the short story. In 
answering the research question, the writer presents the result based on analyzed the types of 
figurative language that consist of irony, hyperbole, metaphor, metonymy, litotes, simile, and 
personification. The data have been analyzed there are 19 data of figurative language that are found 
in the sentences in God Sees the Truth but Waits, Esarhaddon, King of Assyria, and Too Dear. 
The employed of hyperbole in short stories are 5 data; The employed of metaphor in short stories 
are 2 data; The employed of litotes in short stories are 2 data; and the employed of simile in short 
stories are 10 data. Based on the description above, it can be seen that there are four types of 
figurative language in three short stories that written by Leo Tolstoy those are hyperbole, 
metaphor, litotes, and simile. 
 The finding also showed the most dominant of figurative language that employed in the 
short stories. The most figurative language that used in these short stories is simile which is found 
10 data. The reasons why simile become the most dominant figurative language in these short 
stories because in these short stories there are similarities of properties or shapes that are very 
interesting. For example “his hair turned white as snow” comparing white hair with snow that 
using connection “like or as” which aims to evoke a dramatic impression in the short stories.  
 Meanwhile, there are 3 types of figurative language that did not found in the short stories, 
they are irony, metonymy, and personification. These 3 types of figurative language are rarely 
found in short stories because some of them are difficult to understand since it is not too familiar 
or usual to use in daily life. 
 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
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 In this study, the writer makes conclusion clearly about the analysis of figurative language 
in short stories God Sees the Truth but Waits, Esarhaddon, King of Assyria, and Too Dear. The 
purpose of this study is to know the types of figurative language and the most dominant of 
figurative language in the short stories. Based on presenting, the writer found that there are 4 types 
of figurative language that used in three short stories by Leo Tolstoy, those are hyperbole consists 
of 5 data and they are founded in 2 short stories (God Sees the Truth but Waits and Esarhaddon, 
King of Assyria), metaphor consists of 2 data and they are founded in 2 short stories (God Sees 
the Truth but Waits and Esarhaddon, King of Assyria), litotes consists of 2 data and they are 
founded in 2 short stories (God Sees the Truth but Waits and Too Dear), and simile consists of 10 
data and they are founded in 3 short stories (God Sees the Truth but Waits, Esarhaddon, King of 
Assyria, and Too Dear). These types of figurative language are used to interpret the meaning 
hidden in the literary works.  
 In this research, there are totally 19 data that has been analyzed and from all the data, the 
writer found that simile is the most dominant figurative language that used by the author in these 
short stories God Sees the Truth but Waits, Essarhaddon, King of Assyria, and Too Dear with the 
total use are 10 data. Simile dominated the short stories because in these short stories there are 
similarities of properties or shapes that are very interesting, which aims to evoke a dramatic 
impression in the short stories and simile is one of the type of figurative language that very 
common to use in daily life.  
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